Danko Offers Top Quality Wildland Gear That Provides The Protection You Need In The Field!
Wildland & Urban Firefighting Clothing

### Wildland Shirt
**UL CERTIFIED TO NFPA® 1977**

**F5318-2W-700**

**FEATURES:**
- Inherent Heat & Flame Resistance
- No Melt, No Drip, No Burn
- Bar-Tack Reinforcement In All Stress Areas
- “Stand Up” Collar With Hook & Loop Throat Strap
- Button Front Closure
- Two Large Chest Pockets With Hook & Loop Flap Closure
- Hook & Loop Cuff Closures
- Elongated Torso For Proper Interface With Pants
- Underarm Gussets For Optimal Mobility

**COLOR:** Yellow  
**SIZE RANGE:** S-3XL Regular: L-2X Tall

**MATERIAL:** 6.0 oz Synergy® Fabric, Powered By Nomex® IIIA Fiber

---

### Wildland Overshirt
**UL CERTIFIED TO NFPA® 1977 & 1975**

**F5307-2L-700**

**FEATURES:**
- Extended “Stand Up” Collar With Hook & Loop Closure
- Nomex® Zipper Front Closure With Internal Storm Flap
- Two Mic Tabs Above The Pockets
- Expandable/Angled Pleated Pocket Located On The Front Right Chest With Hook & Loop Flap Closure
- Angled Radio Pocket With Drain Holes Located On The Left Chest
- 2” Heat Applied Silver Reflective Trim Around The Biceps
- Bi-swing Pleated Back  
- Articulated Pleated Elbows With Hook & Loop Adjustable Cuffs

**COLOR:** Yellow  
**SIZE RANGE:** S-3XL Regular: L-2X Tall

**MATERIAL:** 6.0 oz Synergy® 4 Star™ Fabric  
- 2x1 Twill Weave With Hand Builder Finish

---

### Wildland Pant
**UL CERTIFIED TO NFPA® 1977**

**F5238-0J-348**

**FEATURES:**
- Excellent Durability & Resistance To Abrasion
- Superior Moisture Management Due To Proprietary Wicking Technology
- Excellent Color Fastness
- Bar-Tack Reinforcement In All Stress Areas
- Button/Self-Locking Nomex® Zipper-Fly Closure With Internal Storm Flap
- Adjustable Waist Take-Up Straps
- Extra Deep Front Slash Pockets
- Seat Pockets With Hook & Loop Flap Closures
- Thigh Cargo Pocket On Each Leg With Hook & Loop Flap Closures
- Hook And Loop Strap/D-Ring Adjustable Take Up Straps At Bottom Of Pant Cuffs
- Pleated Knees

**COLOR:** Green  
**SIZE RANGE:** S-3XL Regular: L-2X Tall

**MATERIAL:** 7.0 oz Omniweave™ 680 Fabric Blend  
- Protects Flash Fire & Heat
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### Wildland Overpant
**UL CERTIFIED TO NFPA® 1977 & 1975**

**F5299-2L-700**

**FEATURES:**
- Nomex® Zipper Front Closure With Internal Storm Flap
- Elastic Back Waistband With 6+1 Bar-Tack Reinforced Belt Loops
- Hook & Loop “Ez-Access” Pass Through Pocket Openings
- Two Welt Style Seat Pockets With Integrated Overlapping Flaps
- Articulated, Double Pleated Knees
- Expansion Pleated Pockets With “Offset” Spade Style Hook & Loop Flap Closures On Each Thigh
- Zipper Leg Closures With D-Ring Adjustable Hook And Loop Straps At Bottom Of Pant Cuffs

**COLOR:** Yellow  
**SIZE RANGE:** S-3XL Regular: L-2X Tall

**MATERIAL:** 6.0 oz Synergy® 4 Star™ Fabric  
- 2x1 Twill Weave With Hand Builder Finish